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INTELLIAN INTRODUCES DUAL VSAT MEDIATOR

Technology Leader’s New Device Controls Two VSAT Systems Simultaneously Ensuring Uninterrupted, Always-On Broadband Communications

Irvine, Calif. – Intellian, the world’s technological leader in marine satellite antennas, announced today its new Dual VSAT Mediator. Capable of monitoring and controlling two VSAT systems simultaneously, the innovative device is specifically designed for controlling two Intellian v-Series antennas. Ensuring uninterrupted broadband service at sea, the Mediator automatically switches to the secondary antenna if the primary antenna is offline, blocked in a signal shadow or under maintenance. In situations where constant connectivity is necessary or desired, the Intellian Dual VSAT Mediator delivers always-on communications and peace of mind.
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Designed to communicate with two Antenna Control Units (ACU) simultaneously, the Dual VSAT Mediator is ideal for redundant antenna environments. The Mediator eliminates the need for human interaction by automatically switching between two antenna systems within 60 milliseconds. Offering simple plug and play installation, the Mediator supports OpenAMIP, Console, and RS232 and RS244 modem interfaces. Changes to modem settings are processed automatically when switching between antennas; however, the device’s flexible architecture allows manual modem setting selection if desired or for control in government-regulated no transmit zones.

“Intellian actively talks to our customers in the maritime industry to understand their communications needs,” said Eric Sung, president and CEO of Intellian. “The invention of our Dual VSAT Mediator is a result of those discussions. For many, constant and consistent communications capabilities are a must, and with the Mediator they will never have to worry about being out of touch.”

Capable of operating in both 110 and 220-volt environments, the Mediator can be interfaced to a vessel’s gyrocompass by NMEA0183, and offers a variety of connectivity options including Ethernet and RS-232C modem interfaces, two serial ACU ports, and a USB and serial PC interface port. The Dual VSAT Mediator is designed and built in-house by Intellian to the company’s demanding standards.

Price & Availability:

The Intellian Dual VSAT Mediator is priced at US $4,655 and is available from authorized Intellian dealers and distributors worldwide. For more information on the Intellian Dual VSAT Mediator, Intellian VSAT communications antenna systems, Intellian and its entire product line, or international pricing and distribution, please contact sales@intelliantech.com, visit www.intelliantech.com or call (949) 727-4498.
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About Intellian Technologies
Intellian is the global leader in maritime satellite communication antenna systems. Founded in 2004, the fastest growing company in the industry, Intellian has delivered over 15,000 antennas in just five years. Intellian offers a full line of VSAT communications and satellite TVRO antennas for recreational boats and ocean vessels in the commercial, oil & gas markets, and the military. Intellian exports its product to 6 continents and over 40 countries and has established 300 contracted dealers and a support network worldwide. Intellian is headquartered in Seoul, South Korea and has U.S. operations in Irvine, California and Seattle Washington.

For more information about Intellian call (949) 727-4498 or visit www.intelliantech.com.
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